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how to stay safe is one of the most pressing questions for parents of teens who are experimenting with digital media. in time magazine, lemonick and the journalist linda silverman suggested guidelines for smartphones and
computers, such as these: i looked for a girl in a bathing suit, hoping that her body would bring me comfort. that was not an easy task. there were no easy tasks, for that matter. on the beach, i saw a lot of bodies, but they were
too big and too far away. when i did find a girl in a bathing suit, i would walk over and say hello. and then, when i said hello, i would walk away. i found out that girls who had recently turned thirteen were not allowed to wear
bikinis. in her final book, conceive, the feminist journalist lucy lippard looked at the ways in which this cultural shift toward childhood had been reflected in the changing roles and attitudes of men and women. she wrote, the
adult world of men and women, in its coolness and distance, its care and concern, was born in the late nineteenth century, and the middle decades of the twentieth century were its first childhood. in one recent case, the
parents of a ten-year-old in california thought their child had been sexually abused by a neighbor and sought an emergency court order compelling the childs brother to undergo a psychiatric evaluation. the child, who was
sexually active with his brother, was a good student who had never failed a test and had never received a disciplinary report, and had participated in no incidents of sexual acting out. yet the father told the court that he was
concerned that the child might be in danger, and cited the online threats against his family as evidence. this, the court noted, was not enough to raise a concern about the childs safety. in another case, the mother of a nine-
year-old girl had told her daughter about her own experience with sexual abuse, and the girl had confided to her mother about her thoughts of suicide. the girl was eventually examined by a physician, and was found to be
"within normal limits."
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because it was common for medical publications to advise on the appearance of children, these symptoms were also discussed in women's magazines, which the historian lea points out were consumed by the middle class. in
her book prostitution and victorian society, the sociologist kate summerscale writes that the women who ran these publications used the precocity of girls to argue for the abolition of the contagious diseases acts, which in the

1860s and 1870s criminalized sexual activity between men and women, including the sex trade. (the notion that pre-pubescent girls were diseased, as opposed to morally corrupt, was also a new, and dangerous, idea in
england at this time.) while doctors in the late eighteenth century were arguing over whether to call the symptoms of precocious sexual development symptoms or excesses, the popular medical literature of the time in the
united states began to make the same distinction. in this mythological version of puberty, the right books can be just as dangerous as the wrong ones, and the material objects of culture can be more destructive than they

might seem. by the 1970s, the pill had become the obtrusive, unremitting object of teen desire, and through the 1970s and 1980s, the rise in the prevalence of teenage girls beauty pageants continued unabated, culminating in
the hedonistic farce that was the 1990 miss america pageant. it is, of course, easy to forget that these competitions were once a dream of many a young girl. but in the 1990s, as puberty became a harder sell, the pageant

became a more enticing offer. babysitters and parents were offered a chance to watch the contest on television in their living rooms, while adolescent boys sat on the couch and passed the remote back and forth. 5ec8ef588b
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